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Submission to the Leveson Inquiry from the Rt Hon the L,)rd Hunt of V~

1. I, David James Fletcher, Lord Hunt of Wirral, have be m a partner at

LLP since 1969, and have held a practising certificate as a solicitor sJ

Thursday 13 October 2011, I signed an agreement under which I was

Chairman of the Press Complaints Commission (PCC) and to perform

exercise the powers and discretions consistent with such an appointm~

this position on Monday 17 October 2011.

.
One of the great strengths of the PCC is its tradition of proceeding by

When Commissioners consider individual cases, even when we begin

range of views expressed, the target is always consensus and there are

consensus cannot be reached, we seek further information and consi&

afresh at our next meeting. Before preparing this statement, I have the:

in a comprehensive process of internal consultation with the staff of tl:

with my fellow Commissioners, both editorial and independent. Not e

follows bears their imprimatur or carries their hearty endorsement, bu~

them enough for their help. Although they have been generously infor

many discussions and consultations I have had with my colleagues at 1

views expressed here are my own.

.
From the outset of this Inquiry, Lord Justice Leveson has made it plail

like the industry itself to come forward with credible proposals for tou

rigorously enforceable, independent regulation of the press, which ca~

the Inquiry for serious and independent scrutiny, in thepublic interest.

therefore reaffirm at the outset, I am not the industry and I do not seek

industry. As chairman of the PCC, I am the independent head of an or
an independent majority amongst its directors, which enjoys operatior

from the industry that funds it, as well as from Parliament and politici~

the PCC Commissioners - both independent and editorial - seek to dei

from all outside interests in their work as Commissioners. Whatever o~

backgrounds and professions may be, in our PCC roles ,we seek alway,~

unified team, fully committed to furthering the wider public interest.
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On 15 December 2011, at a meeting bringing together senior figures

the industry, I put forward a proposal for a new regulatory structure,
/

work of the Commission’s own reform committee, which consisted ol

C ~ d d I d    t    Iommissioners ( our in epen en an two edi orial) and had already

a package of reforms for the PCC before I joined the organisation. T~
!based upon maintaining and further developing the existing complain

the PCC in one arm of a new regulator, whilst also adding a second, n

with enforcing standards and possessing the power to launch investigl

~om right across

rawing upon the

’six

~een discussing

proposal was

’,-led work of

~w arm, charged

tions and

impose fines. I proposed that the structure should be underpinned by a system of

commercial contracts. This was accepted unanimously[by those prese~lt. The notion of
¯commercial contracts was first raised by the Royal Commission on thl Press that

Hartley Shawcross headed in the early 1960s, but it hai never before een

implemented.

When I appeared before the Inquiry on 31 January, Lord Justice Leve:

me to carry on developing my thoughts about the future of regulation:

on encouraged

d about the

e are any, and

’What I am very keen that you should do is to keep the Inquiry informc

progress that you are making and where the sticking points are, if theJ

to maintain the momentum that you feel you can maintain.’

I have endeavoured to match those words with deeds. Although the ba

15 December has received a great deal of publicity, and the other mod

share many notable characteristics with it, it seems to me that there arc

that must be answered before any regulatory model can or should be elldorsed:

o How can the new regulator ensure that all the big players in the

fact, sign those contracts and honour them?

tic model from

’.ls put forward

three questions

industry do, in

© How can the regulator ensure that they remain signed up, thus

effectiveness and credibility, guaranteeing its funding and der~

independence?

nsuring its

mstrating its
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o How would the new system help the public an( how would it

further instances of alleged harassment, victimisation and unjl

intrusions into the privacy of private individuals?

In this witness statement I shall address myself to all three of these cr

questions, though arguably all three can ultimately be resolved only

of some combination of judicial and parliamentary authority. Since 1,’
industry itself has responded to the call issued by this Inquiry, by eng..

consultation process of its own, with in-house counsel from a good cr

leading publishers working together to produce a model contract and

that could define the relationship between publishers and the propose

Although I have seen one or two early drafts and my advice has been

informally from time to time, as that process has continued, I have so

myself from it, in order to emphasise and protect my independence an

PCC, from the industry. This statement will, I hope, be seen to provid

independent counterpoint to the industry’s proposals.

Since becoming chairman of the PCC, I have been uncomfortably aw~

concept of self-regulation of the press has become tainted and discredi

of a great many people. One senior parliamentarian said to me recentl’.

view, most of his colleagues now believe self-regulation has failed. St

does confirm to me that self-regulation, if it is to continue, needs to b~

also redefined. I do not believe true self-regulation has ever really bee

least so far as the press is concerned. The PCC has been damned for f~

exercise powers it never had in the first place. Although the PCC does

of the qualities of a regulator, it is primarily a complaints-led organisa

~erve to prevent

tstifiable

mially important
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@ng in a
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revived, but

attempted, at

iling to

?ossess some

on that uses a

process for the adjudication and/or determination of complaints and, il’possible,

informal negotiation and mediation to settle disputes between publicat ions on the one

hand and aggrieved citizens and organisations on the other. That is nol

self-regulation; it is complaints handling.

Self-regulation can be effective only in an industry that possesses the

structures and systems to ensure that an agreed level of standards is r~

regulation means - must surely mean - that publications have internal
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balances in place to ensure the material they handle anl:t promulgate h
in line with the Editors’ Code. It may not be possible to make unethic

ethical, but it certainly is possible to teach them how t) behave ethica

standards of journalistic conduct do fall below acceptable standards,

publications must have responsive and efficient systems in place to pr

remedy. Self-regulation requires the industry to recognise that the still

freedoms it enjoys are a privilege, not an unassailable right, requiring

behave responsibly, within certain, generally observed behavioural ne

precepts.

10. The Financial Ombudsman Service does not deal with a case until the

complaints handling system of the financial institutionlin question ha.,

do not advocate such a hard and fast rule for the new regulator, but I

too many complaints currently come straight to the PCC. A serious re~

become some kind of outside contractor, to which complaints handlin

delegated by publishers. The emphasis of the new regulator should be

not cure and on the really effective policing of self-regulation, not me:

up the pieces when things have already gone wrong. It must be an ind

which polices the self-regulation of the industry.

11. As the Inquiry already knows, I approach these matters from the poinl

as been obtained

al people
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ournalists to

a’ns and

internal
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o believe far

;ulator cannot
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on prevention

,ely on picking

:pendent body

of view of one

who has sought to use the privileged platform offered by public life to champion the

merits of free expression. As such, I naturally welcomed the clarion c~ 11 last year from

our senior Judge, the Lord Chief Justice, Lord Judge, in October last }

’The independence of the press it is not only a constitutional necessit~

constitutional principle ... The independence of the judiciary and the

the media are both fundamental to the continued exercise, and indeea

the liberties which we sometimes take for granted. These are critical iJ

which are linked, but separate. As far as I can discover, there has new

there is no community in the worm in which an independent press flou

judiciary is subservient to the executive or government, or where an #

judiciary is allow to perform its true constitutional function while, at

the press is fettered by the executive.’
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12. As a young man, I often had occasion to visit countrie~ - some ofther

from our own shores - where democracy had been crushed and the m~

controlled by the state; and I vividly remember the huge sense of relie

that invariably surged through me the moment I set fo0t once more in

My presumption is therefore always instinctively in ~ of the righ

oneself, the right to stir up debate, the right to offend and even therig]

make no apology for my belief that free expression is one of the great

people can possess; and one that must not be cynically or systematical

those who have an interest in restricting it, nor jeopardised by those wl

it. It is a fine line to walk.

13. The press in the UK is already, of course, subject to a formidable corp

regulatory structures and strictures. As many others have observed, to

moderating behaviour, laws must be used. Much of the decline in pres

recent years has resulted not only from the absence of effective press

also from the failure of law enforcement bodies to take action using 1~

already available to them. An excellent illustration would be the laws

of court, which were effectively allowed to lie fallow for years. Some

seemingly came to believe those laws were not important, because the

any challenges to their conduct under them. Media law is extensive, s~

Delphic and, for some lawyers, a highly lucrative field of activity. Ast

and its exploitation by skilful practitioners, have a chilling effect, not

with ill intentions and few or no scruples, but also upon the best kind

which can uniquely expose ineptitude, wrongdoing and humbug in pl:

14. It would be hyperbolic to suggest that the slightest statutory involvem

regulation here would inevitably set us on the slippery slope towards

tyranny that prevailed in so much of our continent in much of the last

however, have genuine and profound misgivings about directly involv

ministers, civil servants or even parliamentarians - in anything that mJ

freedom of expression arbitrarily and unnecessarily. That could upset
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checks and balances that make this country what it is. I do not merely

self-regulation can work; I believe it must be made to work.

15. At my last appearance I made those points and I know Lord Justice L~

to explain why I believe the spectre of state regulation is more than a~

boogeyman, concocted to spread fear based on ignorance. I do not arg

Westminster is awash with politicians with a malicious intent to constl

but I do know very well and from my own experience how both a Bill

Parliament can mutate and end up having damaging consequences. Ar

of unintended consequences is the dominant law of political life. I also

well how the senior Labour MP Clive Soley (now Lord Soley) introdu

and Responsibility of the Press Bill’ in the 1992/93 session of Parliamq

Bill purported to protect the freedom of the press, while seeking to est

Independent Press Authority whose main role would be to ensure accu

promote standards. If the Bill is examined in detail, however, it is clea:

done much more than that.

16. Its long title ran as follows:

"Freedom and responsibility of the press. A Bill to require newspaper:

news with due accuracy and impartiality," to secure the free dissemina~

and information in the public interest," to prescribe certain professionc

standards; to make provision with respect to enforcement, complaints

adjudication," and for connected purposes. "

17. The original Bill therefore opened up the possibility of a statutory reqt

press impartiality. If such a measure had been implemented, the freedc

which the Bill nominally sought to protect, could have been critically

The papers might have been reduced to reporting news totally neutrall

broadcasting practice. This would have firmly tied the hands

commentators; and some of the country’s best journalism and most en

provocative and insightful commentary could have been lost. Under cl

Bill the Independent Press Authority would have had to report annuall’

and consider any matter referred to it by either House of Parliament.
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appointments to the "Independent" Press Authority would have been r

Secretary of State under Schedule 1 of the Bill.

18. The proposed model would have seen people who had been appointed

ministers deciding what was acceptable and what was not. Those appc

also have been obliged to consider investigating any practice with wh]

was unhappy. Despite one MP describing the Bill as placing ’a little bi

around the pen’, on 29 January 1993 it received its Second Reading b?

15. Although it had been made clear by this stage that the impartiality

would be dropped, had it not been quashed this Bill might have becon~

useful vehicle for those who wished to curb freedom of expression in

19. As this Inquiry has developed, it has cast a bright and largely unflattel

the relationship between politicians and the press. That relationship is

should be - characterised by a certain tension. At best, that can be a hi

tension, so long as the two sides maintain a safe distance from one an(

times, however, it has often gone beyond that and turned into somethk

positive. If those regrettable and ill-advised actions are allowed to cult

violent a reaction, the public will be the ultimate losers: Even in these

parliamentarians must do more than pay lip service, through gritted te(
essential role that free media play in holding them to account.

20. Since my appearance before the Inquiry on 31 January, I have spent a

time meeting victims who have suffered at the hands of the press, mar

have also appeared in front of this Inquiry. I have been saddened and

appalled by some of the stories I have heard. The treatment that some

individuals have received from the press has been truly horrifying. I ar

that, in some of the most high-profile cases, the treatment they receive

also fell short of what a genuine regulator could, should and would ha,

similar situation. I have taken the opportunity to offer my sympathies

and, where possible, I have apologised in person for any past lapses a~

shortcomings, sharing with them my vision of a new, tougher, system

regulation. By and large, I find that the victims have not lost faith in tic

having more reason than most to have done so. I have found widesprea
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that a system of self-regulation, including a new standards arm with si

enforcement powers, would be desirable and could improve matters si

21. I have also held meetings with a wide range of other interested parties

all their input into account and it has been reflected in my recommend

like to thank publicly all those who have engaged with me to discuss

regulation. Their help and contributions have been invaluable.

22. On 3-4 May I travelled with a colleague to Dublin to visit those invoN

creation and running of the Press Council there. I learnt some valuable

number of aspects of regulation, including incentives, how to deal witt

how to give a regulator a really positive and effective national profile

of the public interest. This will be reflected in the testimony that follo’

23. When I arrived at the PCC in October, it had already become abundan

status quo was not an option. The PCC had lost the confidence of the (

opposition parties and much of the industry itself; and, most importan~

general public had begun to question its credibility too. Therefore it ei

evolve into a new, tougher, regulator, or it had to step aside in deferen

different model. At the top of the organisation the principal focus has t

institutional reform, but I have also done everything in my power to er

has continued to provide its "fast, free and fair" service to the public, s

have continued to mediate many hundreds of complaints, to develop tt

extensive pre-publication services they offer and also to undertake ext.

preparatory work on those cases that go to full adjudication. I pay trib~

their diligence and their loyalty, at what has been a very difficult and t

24. There has, of course, never been any question of seeking to pre-empt

of this Inquiry. It has, however, been possible to commence some asp~

process of reform and transition, as we have sought to ensure the PCC

simple as possible for any new body to take up the reins. On 21 Febru~

weeks after I gave oral evidence to this Inquiry, a special meeting of t2

was held, at which Commissioners agreed unanimously that the PCC "~
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final phase of its existence and they were willing in principle to transfi

assets and liabilities to a new regulatory body once its structure had be

25. Shortly afterwards this was misreported as, variously, the "closing dm

and the services it offers, and also as an attempt to pre-empt the conch

Inquiry. It was neither. Our intention was to demonstrate that we fully

overwhelming mood for change and wish to respond to it in a constru~

positive fashion, by creating a simpler structure that will maintain the

provide, whilst also facilitating a more agile response to whatever new

structures are proposed in due course. In effect, this decision marked fl

an on-going process to streamline the PCC, preparing it for an inevitalc

responsibilities, whilst also retaining its funding, its staff and the com];

and pre-publication services it offers to the public.

26. It may be helpful for me to provide a brief overview of my recommen~

starting point is that the relationship between the industry and the regu

formalised through enforceable commercial contracts. The current sys

contractual or, rather, operates on the basis of implicit Contracts. For a

system, it has endured surprisingly well. Newspaper groups have cons!

accepted rulings, even when they have been extremely unfavourable, t

dues and remaining within the regime. Going forward, however, I do r

informal system of this kind can continue. It will just not be strong en(

the much tougher regime we all want to see, nor will itlinspire public

Commercial contracts would underpin the stability and powers of enf

PCC has lacked. Just as importantly, they would provide considerable

the public and give firm foundations to the "teeth" of the new system.

27. When I presented my proposals to the industry I set out some minimu.,

that the contracts had to fulfil and I have always argued that the contr~

simple. In my view, they need to include the following commitments:

¯ To support a new, independent, self-regulatory structure

¯ To fund the regulator according to an agreed formula
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¯ To undertake to abide by the Code and relevant laws

¯ To respond positively to individual complaints that have been

complaints arm

¯ To support clearly defined compliance and standards mechani:

be audited by the regulator

¯ To accept proportionate financial sanctions via the funding for

serious or systemic standards breaches be found

28. The basic structure I have proposed is straightforward. I recommend tl

the new regulator should be vested in a small board, which would hav,

independent chairman and an independent majority. I should also like

two industry representatives on it. Such industry representatives woul(

editors. The board would act as a buffer between the regulator and the

body. k would conduct the administrative functions and oversee the fil

regulator. Its members would be the directors of the company and it cc

audit function to a small committee, ensuring effective governance ant

husbandry of resources. The board would also produce an annual revi~

chaired by a public figure, who would be appointed by ;means of a tho~

process, modelled upon best practice, in which the industry would be

not as a majority. I believe that independent chairman Should also be

ombudsman on complaints and the principal arbiter of standards.

29. The concept of an ombudsman does not, perhaps, enjoy the same cuw

that it does in many other democratic nations (notably Scandinavia an

recently, the Republic of Ireland), but I think it could have a decisive

future of press regulation. An ombudsman could become a known and

public face, a trusted and independent intermediary between the "fourl

press - and the rest of civil society. The ombudsman could take respm

actively leading and then explaining the decisions of the new regulatoJ

both its integrity and its developing role in the public life of the nation

individual with the title and status of an ombudsman - rather than just

organisation - could play a crucial role in rebuilding public confidenc~

regulation of the press.
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30. The model I propose would have under its aegis two executive arms, t

be possible to add others. A complaints arm would function in a very

the PCC. It would’mediate on complaints and, where necessary, issue

would further develop its pre-publication services. I confess I do not

"case law" when applied to a complaints handling body. No two cases

and each one should be judged on its particular merits. There is, howe

precedents, many of them still relevant, that I would like to see carried

new regulatory body. It would be a great waste to squander the consid

intellectual capital and effort that have gone into crafting those judgen

31. I propose there would be a slimmed down panel of adjudicators whicll

of either thirteen members, of whom eight would be independent and :

industry representatives; or else eleven, with a ratio of seven to four. 7

representing the industry should ideally encompass as much as possib

spectrum of the industry -nationals, regionals, "red tops", broad-sheel

and digital-only. In the past it has been customary for constituent parts

other than England to be represented and, given that I am proposing a

believe that tradition has enormous value and must be maintained.

32. I recommend that this complaints arm should be complemented by a

arm which will deal not only with material that has been published, b~

generally with promoting and enforcing standards across the industry.

argument in the section below on Powers and Remedies.

33. The new regulator is also going to require a communications function

new regulator should focus its communications strategy overwhelmin

engagement, increasing awareness of the work it does and improving

the services it offers. Communication must also be a two-way street.

and learn if we are to earn and retain the confidence of the British peo

require a revamped range of publications and a state of the art web-sit

effective in terms of public engagement and access, there will be bud~

implications. We cannot create a "champagne service" on a "beer bud
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34. I now move on to consider the draft criteria set out in the letter from t~

24 April 2012. I hope that the thoughts that follow willlhelp the Inquir

considered view of how best to ensure that any new regulatory structul

everything possible to protect the public interest.

Effectiveness

35. My starting point has been that any proposal for reform of the indepen

regulation of the press in the UK requires a new body and a fresh start

should satisfy the well-established five principles (the ’iHampton print

regulation, namely proportionality, accountability, consistency, transp~

targeting. I would add a sixth principle, namely independence. What n

the activities of the regulator is the public interest. Very properly, the

thoroughly explored the concept of the public interest. The PCC has a

broad approach to the public interest. It is not possible t° define exhau

constitutes the public interest; every case involving privacy or intrusio

questions of the public interest and often a difficult balance must be st

approach to the public interest has provided it with the necessary flexi

consider each case individually, taking into account all relevant factor

36. The notion of the public interest must continue to run through every el

new regulator, but it will self-evidently have to work harder to ensure

public and the industry understand current thinking and developments

public interest. The new regulator should clearly publicise, very activ~

adjudications which would create a new precedent so far as the public

concerned. The regulator should also periodically inform the industry

corpus of precedents, through regular guidance notes and training cou

37. Not only should the regulator be thoroughly imbued with the public in

idea must also be inculcated over time within the individual and collec

each publisher and each publication. Publications need to be able to sh

public interest in mind when they originally made decisions to publish

demonstrate how these decisions were arrived at. This has been reflect
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change to the Editors’ Code of Practice which added the underlined sec

existing clause:

’Whenever the public interest is invoked the PCC will require editors

fully that they reasonably believed that publication, or journalistic act

with a view to publication, would be in the public interest and how, an

that was established at the time. ’

3 8. As and when commercial contracts are signed between: the new regula

publishers, those publishers will thenceforth bear the ultimate responsJ

ensuring that the terms of the contracts, including a commitment to st~

within each and every one of their publications. I should like to see a

executive being accountable to the regulator (and to the general public

observance of standards. I go into this in greater detail in paragraph 77

39. One of the greatest strengths of the PCC has been its flexibility; that v,

which has allowed it to develop new functions and services. This is hi

evolution of the pre-publication function. For the new regulator to be

retain much of that flexibility. The industry is changing almost by the

Technological advances have made it possible to have genuine "24/7"

not only within the broadcast media, but also under the editorial aegis

traditional print media. The volume of news articles appearing is incr~

exponentially. With the challenges these developments bring, and no

where the industry will go next, it is crucial that the new regulator is

40. This explains why I have argued so fervently in favour of principles -

public interest - and not a prescriptive approach that would be archaic

outset. As a crucial corollary, it is essential that the contracts between

the regulator are short, simple and clear. It will be a difficult business

the contracts, so they must stand the test of time, even in an age ofinc

unpredictable flux. We must ensure the new regulator does not contail

time-bomb of obsolescence. The regulations of the new company mus

sufficiently flexible to allow for continuing evolution. The Editors’ Cc
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too must become a more flexible document. I return to the subject oftl

the Code Committee, under the heading of Fairness and Objectivity of

41. I believe a great leap of imagination is required. The very concept of a

Complaints Commission is now archaic. Since 1990, the "press" has c

recognition. It will go on changing, driven by shifting public tastes, co

pressures and relentless technological change. Many newspapers face

threat. Some may become digital only; others may go out of business

Some may go off-shore. An already unrecognisable industry will go o

will have failed, if we discuss yesterday’s problems and consequently

"solution" that is still-born, redundant and antiquated before it is offtt

The new regulator will look fundamentally different from the PCC. It

genuinely twenty-first century regulator. Its role will not - must not, c

confined to the printed press, newspapers and magazines. On that basi~

its founders must also reach far beyond those traditional sectors. All ki

organisations must want to be part of this system, so it must go with th

modern market and also with that of technological change.

42. Universal application is an admirable aspiration, but it is impractical a

judge any system, perhaps even a fully statutory one, by so Utopian a

certainly never can be universal regulation of the Internet. There are a

be those who insist on remaining outside, but the credibility of the ne~

be fatally undermined if any genuinely "big fish" seek to escape from

must therefore be appreciable negative consequences for those who d(

In many instances, these will be publications whose readerships are w~

accuracy is not their primary concern. My aim is to ensure all the sign

regional and local publications are inside the system and for the model

enough to incorporate any publication that would like to become part

43. Although certain matters remain to be resolved, all the major publishe:

play a full part in negotiations over reform and I remain optimistic the

up to the system I am recommending. I have met with representatives

major publisher and they have all demonstrated a genuine appetite for

are keen to restore the reputation and image of the industry and they h
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broadly supportive of the model I have been recommending. There mu

sufficient incentives to ensure that all the major publications opt into,

within, the proposed new system of self-regulation.

44. The first and most obvious incentive would be to guarantee that the re

a really good, effective and worthwhile complaints handling service t(

The regulator must continue to handle complaints quickly and strive tc

satisfactory conclusion in as many cases as possible. Over time, this w

rehabilitate an industry that has, ironically, had more than its fair share

headlines in recent times.

45. The regulator must also continue to develop its increasingly valuable lZ

and anti-harassment services. I have been very struck by the praise the

received from all sides, in correspondence and face-to-face meetings a:

of this Inquiry. Furthermore, a number of broadcasters have voluntaril’.

the service the PCC now offers. These services have developed organi

PCC and they continue to be available, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

believe that this process of gradual, natural development can and shou

within the new regulator. It is hugely in the public interest. These "do

bark in the night" inevitably receive less profile than adjudications, bul

reflects their true value. Pre-publication and anti-harassment services

"desist" notices help to prevent a great deal of unnecessary human mis

those who have condemned aspects of the work of the PCC before the

been courteous enough to thank it privately for its pre-publication supt

46. Additionally I believe the new regulator must invest significantly in in

mediation service it offers, with formal mediation training for existing

use of professionally trained mediation experts in face-to-face mediati,

that improving this service could help publications to reach a full and

with complainants, avoiding some cases from going to court. This wo

mesh neatly with any formal new "arbitral" function, whether that is w

regulator itself or outside it. I discuss this in paragraphs 119-127.
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47. There is another, additional incentive which could be extremely useful

publishers into the new regime. On my recent visit to the Press Counci

Republic of Ireland I had the oppommity of discussing their system of

some detail. As I mentioned in passing during my oral evidence in Jan

Defamation Bill 2009 contains a provision (in Section 26) that, in defa

’the court shall, in determining whether it was fair and reasonable to p7

statement concerned, take into account such matters as the court consi~

There follows a list of considerations, ’any or all’ of which may be tak

by the court. The sixth of those is that ’in the case of a statement publi

periodical by a person who, at the time of publication, was a member

Council’, the court may take into account, ’the extent to which the per:

the code of standards of the Press Council and abided by determinatioJ

Ombudsman and determinations of the Press Council’.

48. Although this is yet to be cited in court in the Republic, it has proved

encourage all the major publications there to join the system. "The Prt

term of art, defined in Schedule 2 of the Act, which sets out minimum

for any recognised Press Council, requiring it to be independent in the

its functions and also to seek to: ensure the protection of freedom of e:

press; protect the public interest by ensuring ethical, accurate and trutt

the press; maintain certain minimum ethical and professional standard

press; and ensure that the privacy and dignity of the individual is prot~

49. Lord Lester’s draft Defamation Bill included a similar provision, but tl

no such provision in the defamation legislation that is now before Parl:

the United Kingdom. It could prove extremely valuable to the UK sysl

regulation if such a provision could be inserted as an amendment to th,

government Bill. I do not believe this in any way crosses a "red line"

who have serious qualms about a statutory regulator: the Press Counc

Republic of Ireland may be recognised in a statute, but it is not createc

distinction matters. In any case, the PCC and the Editors’ Code effecti

legislation already, such as the Data Protection Act 1998 and the Hum

1998.
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50. The question of whether or not a publication has signed up to the regul

might also be taken into account by the courts when making awards. T

achieved by means of secondary legislation or, possibly, by means of

simple changes to court rules.

51. Newspapers currently enjoy a VAT exemption and I know a number o

suggested that this exemption should be confined to those who sign up

and the Code. I am not at all sure that this would be permissible under

and, even if it is, this would be a crude tool. It would be helpful for mi:

definitive legal advice on this point, but I suspect this may prove to be

runner".

52. I am confident, however, that sufficient incentives could be offered to

major publications to sign up to the system; I am also extremely hopet

number of smaller publications, including on-line only, would volunte

The new regulator must adapt itself readily and rapidly to a multi-plat]

53. I recommend that those who join the new regime should carry its bad8

should carry it with pride. It will mark them out, in print and on-line,

organisations that subscribe to the professional standards set out in the

They will demonstrate their commitment to decent, public-interest j ou

accuracy in their reporting - all founded upon ethical behaviour and a

the public interest, as distinct from the often engaging but all too offer

rough and tumble ofrumour, speculation and gossip. If they lapse, the

remedies. If they choose to leave the system entirely, readers and adw

will be able to draw their own conclusions and, in all probability, ovel

look elsewhere for reliable information. This is not "PCC2"; it is an eJ

modern structure, fit for purpose not only in 2012 or 2013, but able to

constantly to the shifting demands of a fast-moving media environmel

54. Any publication, no matter what its format, should be able to sign up

membership. This raises the question of how to entice smaller on-line

which are run by just one person or on a non-profit basis, into the syst
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do so would severely curtail the potential reach of the new regime. Th

genuine system of self-regulation could offer considerable potential to

that other regulatory systems cannot hope to reach. For such organisat

membership fee might be prohibitive, but if they are to pay a lesser re(

not be entitled to receive the full benefits of membership. This, to my

argument for a system of associate membership.

55. Associate members could satisfy a criterion of size (below a certain le

readership and/or employees and/or turnover). They could pay a reduc

flat) fee and they would undertake to abide by the Code. They would

within an agreed (and very short) timeframe and remedy other breach

satisfaction of anyone making a valid complaint. In return they would

display a distinctive badge to demonstrate their commitment to observ

and behaving responsibly. It might be impractical to require them to sl

complicated annual report, or to launch an investigation against them,

sanction against an associate member would probably have to be remc

badge and expulsion from the system, if they failed to self-regulate ad,

56. This is not an attempt to tie the hands of the bloggers nor is it a policy

speech: it ’would simply offer to smaller on-line publications an afford

demonstrating their commitment to the Code, in the spirit of responsit

interest journalism and self-regulation, should they wish to do so. Iftl~

attracted by this broad proposition, it may wish to take a view on how

requirements of associate membership should differ from those of full

Fairness and objectivity of standards

57. For a new system of independent self-regulation to be credible it must

setting and enforcing fair, reasonable and generally acceptable standar

very striking, throughout the course of this Inquiry, that, whereas num

have criticised the apparent failure of the PCC, there has also been a b

that the Editors’ Code of Practice is fundamentally fit for purpose - ar

and well-honed document that sets very fair standards. The problems

have focused upon the way in which the rules have been enforced, no
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which they have been set. I therefore believe that the agreed minimun

should continue to be set through the Editors’ Code, the first words of

’All members of the press have a duty to maintain the highest professi~

The pre-amble to the Code goes on to assert that:

’It is essential that an agreed code be honoured not only to the letter b

spirit. It should not be interpreted so narrowly as to compromise its c~

respect the rights of the individual, nor so broadly that it constitutes a.

interference with freedom of expression or prevents publication in the

58. This emphasises the strength of the Code and its firm grounding in pri

practical application is well understood but flexible in practice. I think

editors should retain a majority on the Code Committee. On a philosol

is an integral part of any meaningful concept of self-regulation; and or

practical level, it is editors who have the greatest understanding of hm

contemporary industry operates and know what standards are reasonat

increase confidence in the system, however, I do believe it is importar

independent element should be introduced onto the Code Committee.

59. There has been considerable debate about whether the Code should "b

new regulator and whether or not the Editors’ Code Committee respoi

Code should stay outside the umbrella of the regulator. There is certai

consensus within the Commission itself on this point. Despite the on-

invariably good-natured) disagreements, I do not believe this is a fund

doctrinal matter. On balance my personal view remains that the Comn

stay outside the regulator, but a significant independent element shoul,

What there certainly should be, is considerably enhanced communicat

Code Committee and the regulator.
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explicitly written into the regulations of the future system that the Cod

must agree all Code changes with the regulator.

61. If either the complaints arm or the standards arm of the new regulator

negative trends or practices developing, it should be able to put a protz

board of the regulator, for the Code Committee to consider changing t]

with them. I believe the Committee must be required to consider such

seriously. Indeed, I believe its default policy should be to accede to th~

regulator the power to initiate changes would shift the balance within

without undermining the fundamental principles of self-regulation. TI:

Committee should, of course, retain its power to make changes of its c

plus considering changes suggested by the general public and other bo

amendments to the system should ensure that any decisions made by tl

Committee would be transparent, objective and accountable.

62. While the Editors’ Code has been broadly effective in providing an ac~

minimum standard, much of the language in it is negative, detailing w

must not do. The work of the PCC in promoting a proportionate, huml

considerate approach to grief and shock, inquests, suicides, mental he~

is conspicuous and something of which Commissioners and staff are r

believe the new regulator must do yet more, positively !to promote rec

practice across the industry, doing so more in terms that are likely to

themselves eloquently and persuasively to the citizen, as well as to th~

The Code is applied overwhelmingly to what is published - and not t(

question of what makes a "good" journalist, or a "good" publication.

definition of what might constitute ethical, professional standards is rc

must also understand more readily what they are entitled to expect. I t]

we must further develop and proliferate clear regulatory guidance, wh

out ethical and professional standards for the press.

63. Currently the Editors’ Code Committee produces an Editors’ Codebool

together the Code and summaries of regulatory precedents and guidan

editors and journalists to understand the current thinking of the regula
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to date with any developments. While the Codebook is a good docum~

being utilised to its full potential. There have been two printed edition

in 2005 and one in 2009, but excellent work has been done to update

Codebook should go on becoming more and more a living document,

up to date on-line. In an ideal world, the Codebook of the future mighl

only developments in regulatory precedents, but also significant exam

practice promulgated by the regulator.

64. Although I expect that the Code Committee, or some successor body

industry and outside the regulator, will carry on publishing the Codel

regulator should also produce many more complementary guidance nc

on a much more systematic and predictable basis. The PCC does alrea,

guidance notes, but the regulator needs to increase the frequency with

published and increase the publicity they receive. The guidance notes

the industry of changes in case law and outline recommended best pra

should also be guidance notes aimed at the public, which would inforr

the treatment they are entitled to expect and the speedy and proportior.

must be available if standards are breached. Guidance notes should be

tool in promoting the accessibility of the new system.

65. As I have already mentioned, the Code begins with a clarion call for 1~

standards, but journalism is more often thought of as a trade rather th~

profession. If the industry is to embrace self-regulation and regain its

I firmly believe it does need to become much more professional in all

many professions, such as the legal and medical professions, the conc~

Continuous Professional Development (CPD) is part and parcel of dail

a strong case for extending that principle into the world of regulated jc

66. I believe the new regulator should have a responsibility to promote tra

guidance. The National Council for the Training of Journalists (NCTJI

something of a "gold standard" in the training of journalists and I beli~

regulator must do more to encourage that sort of excellence, within pu

publications of all shapes and sizes. For over a decade, the PCC has dJ

a wide variety of training to sections of the media. This has taken the
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to journalism students at university or on specific post-graduate course

newspaper’s and magazines; and bespoke training in national and regio

Generally the training has updated journalists on any changes to the C,

implications of those; concentrated on cases which are relevant to thei:

debated issues which are concerning them with regard to news-gatheri

has also worked specifically with titles to offer bespoke training on iss

interest/concern to them. So far in 2012, the PCC training regime has

normal and, encouragingly, there have been signals that the interest in

increasing. The new regulator should build on this as part of its offerin

Independence and Transparency of Enforcement and Compliance

67. If the new system of regulation is to command public confidence, it m~

operationally independent both of politicians and of the newspaper ind

chairman of the organisation - whom I would also designate in my ide

an ombudsman - should therefore be wholly unconnected with the ind

independently appointed. There should also be an independent majorit

and on any panels that are appointed to bring additional expertise, gra~

authority to the work of the full-time employees of the various arms ol

regulator. In other words, every constituent part of the regulator shoulc

independent-dominated.

68. I have already argued publicly for the retention of serving editors as a :

presence, because of the up-to-date, lively and credible insight into the

the industry that they bring to the table. I have observed them at first-l~

seen for myself that they are more than capable of working with their

colleagues in pursuit of the public interest. I must acknowledge, howe

presence within the inner counsels of the PCC has given rise to consid

amongst the critics of the system, many of whom seemingly have not

editors are now in a minority. I may disagree with that perception, but

the need to address it directly. The entire organisation must work - ant

be seen to work - in the public interest, so I believe everyone connecte

including serving editors and other nominees of the industry - must tin

divest themselves of all sectional and/or special interests and consider~
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work for the regulator. They must undertake, in terms, to "leave all tha

door" as they seek to present a balanced, consensual view for the great

69. To support and sustain that level of robust independence, it is essential

appointments process should be designed, which is demonstrably trans

accountable from start to finish. On the assumption that this will not b(

body, I understand it would not be possible for the Public Appointmen

Commissioner to assume a formal role, but I would certainly see mu&

seeking his advice, guidance and, possibly, limited validation, without

compromising the regulator’s independence from government. In orde

public confidence, I believe the adjudications panel should ideally be i

representative of the country. I do not endorse the concept of"positive

discrimination", but I do believe those making the appointments shoul

opportunity to select (on merit) from a range of people from a full diw

backgrounds. The regulator must be for everyone.

70. I believe the chairman of the organisation should continue to be appoll

I know the industry will wish to continue to play a role in that appoint:

it should. The question is, how great should or could t~at role be? The

how to maintain the concept of self-regulation, whilst also removing a

that the chairman of the regulator could be subject to any form of imp:

by the industry. The system of appointment, as well as !the individual

command public confidence and respect.

71. I suggest that the position should be widely and publicly advertised m

should be produced independently by head hunters. Then a panel of fo

the final decision. This panel should consist of two independent meml:

people nominated by the industry. The appointment must be unanimot

personally very open-minded about whether the chair of the panel sho

an independent member, or by someone nominated by the industry.

72. There should also continue to be a thoroughgoing process for selectint

Commissioners or their equivalents throughout the organisation, but it
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to be as arduous as the process for selecting the chairman. Considerabl

already been made in the appointments process. The vacancy for a cha

widely advertised last year and my own appointment was scrutinised 1:

independent assessor. Half of the current independent Commissioners

the last year, been appointed through a robust public appointments-sty

involving an external assessor.

73. Another question that must be resolved is that of who should have the

remove the chairman, or other members of the board, should that extrc

ever be necessary. A range of possibilities exists. My personal prefere~

power to reside with the board itself, which might be required to act ei

majority or by unanimity. What I am convinced of is that it must not b,

exclusive power of the industry itself to remove any independent mem

board, including its chairman.

Powers and Remedies

74. The main principle behind my proposals is that each publisher should

responsibility both for maintaining internal ethical standards and also

complaints. That system must be policed by a regulator with real "tee1

failing of the PCC has been its lack of any serious sanction or enforceJ

The PCC has dealt principally with material that has been published, ’~

and very important exception being its application of clause 4 of the E

(harassment). Going forward the new regulator will have to move bey

become involved with systems and practices within the industry.

75. The proposed new standards arm would be the principal, wholly new

new regulator. It would complete the armoury of regulatory functions

preventatively and monitoring and enforcing effective self-regulation

should consist of a small team led by a Head of Standards, who would

upon an external pool of experts, as needed and paid pro rata. The star

need a sliding scale of responses and sanctions.
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76. These could include, but not be confined to:

Requesting internal documents and/or emails;

writing formally to express concerns;

arranging formal, minuted meetings with editors or publishers;

formal requirements for changes in operational practice;

most seriously, full-scale investigations with the prospect of fir

77. As I have already adumbrated, all regulated publishers will be expectel

effective internal compliance procedures and there should be a namel

of staff responsible for overseeing standards within each publisher.

preference is for accountability to rest with either the chairman or the

of each publisher. On the "front line", however, it will inevitably

of each publication who must be responsible for ensuring compliance

publication. Good editors do this anyway. Making the editor accounta’

compliance within each publication will help to guarantee that the pub

constantly being considered and valued appropriately.

78. I propose that the standards arm should receive and study in detail an

from each regulated publisher, in which the publisher would set out wl

are being taken to ensure compliance with the Editors’ :Code at its title

these measures are working. The state of affairs at each publisher wou

against a set of agreed targets, making this a system of audited self-re~

internal compliance officer would certify compliance with the Code ar

annual report as part of the certification. The standards arm would thel

to audit such certification. I would expect certain practices to be the nc

instance requiring compliance with the Editors’ Code in the contracts

employees, checking Code compliance when obtaining stories or ima

freelance sources and keeping employees fully informed of changes to

79. One of the most common concerns raised through feedback to me has

system of annual reports might place a disproportionate burden on sm~

publications, such as the regional and local press. It has been argued tt
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publications tend to have fewer complaints referred to the PCC, it is us

them to have to go through the same annual report process as a nationa

system must be proportionate.

80. The first observation to make is that I believe there should be one ann~

each publisher, not a separate one from each publication. If the same c~

applied by a publisher to all its titles, the report will be far simpler to c

there are differences - for instance if some publications have the Code

contracts but others do not - then that will have to be set out in detail.

81. If a publication has behaved responsibly and had very few (or no) corn

to the regulator, its annual report process will be relatively swift and st

It would just fill in the basic annual report which would contain a set o

standards-related questions, such as whether all staff have the Code wl

contracts; what is being done to ensure each journalist is aware of the

the publisher has a mechanism in place to deal with public interest dec

staff have received training or attended any training courses; what inte

exist for dealing with complaints and how many of those have resultec

correction or apology; and whether there is a policy on the placement

This basic annual report should serve to reassure the regulator that a p

behaving responsibly and has systems in place to safeguard a high lew

standards - or else to provide early warning signs if a problem is deve

82.When a publication has breached the Code during a given year, howe~

report will necessarily become much more complicated and detailed, t

will have to set out, case by case, how it has responded to any Code br

committed, but in promulgating high standards of ethic~ and responsil

the standards arm of the new regulator will inevitably wish to look beb

issues. For instance, if a publication has been found in a court of law t~

someone or inappropriately breached their privacy, perhaps that too sh

in the annual reports. In each instance, the regulator will have a legitin

what steps have been taken to prevent a recurrence and might pose cer

tailored additional questions accordingly. This will require on-going rr
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83. Such in-depth questions would be rigorous, time consuming and at tim

embarrassing. They would also be highly targeted and wholly proporti,

creates an added disincentive for allowing standards to slip. This syste~

provide publishers with a formal oppommity to explain how mistakes

what has been done to rectify them and prevent any recurrences.

84. The new regulator should have powers to investigate and issue fines.

submitted to the industry on 15 December, those powers were linked

systemic breakdown in standards’, so it is only fair that some descripti,

given of what the regulator might judge to be "systemic". Some Code

happen purely because of the incompetence (or malign intent) of an in

journalist, but a systemic breach would be of a different order entirely.

85. My own view is that, as in the case of the public interest, it is essential

excessively prescriptive. Factors that might play into the concept of "s

include, for instance, a pattern of behaviour, policies or practices (or al

practices) that are part of the structure of a publisher oriindividual pub

which result in a failure to maintain an acceptable levell of internal star

Repeated failure to handle complaints internally, or failure to cooperat

the process of negotiation and/or mediation, would also point to a faili

internal standards process. There might be a systemic breach if a publi

to have made no improvements in standards after bein~ punished or w
regulator about previous lapses.

86.A broad and basic definition might be as follows: "Systemic failure oc

~S

mate. This

n would also

lappened, and

i the paper

tc ’a serious or

,n should be

~reaches

tividual

not to be

~stemic" would

sence of

ication and

dards.

helpfully with

g in the

;her appeared

maed by the

:urs when

breaches of the Code have happened, within a regulated publication,

there is an internal system in place which encourages or enables them

there is a lack of a system in place to prevent them".

87. Alternatively, it might make sense to take language from a recent and

of legislation, such as the Corporate Manslaughter and Corporate Hon

eJther because

:o happen, or

,elevant piece

icide Act 2007,

which refers to an organisation being guilty of an offence ’only if the ~vay in which its

activities are managed or organised by its senior management is a sub,~ tantial element
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in the breach’. In the same Act, a "gross" breach of the relevant duty oJ

to have occurred when standards have fallen ’far below what can reaso

expected of the organisation in the circumstances’.

88. The Head of Standards could recommend a full-scale standards investi

a number of factors. The first would be evidence emerging through ar~

appearing to indicate a serious breakdown of internal standards within

publication. If an annual report from any publisher showed that public~

failed to take appropriate action in response to complaints throughout t

could trigger an investigation. I believe the complaints arm should be �

a case to the standards arm, if a pattern of serious and well-founded co:

emerged against a publication, which could indicate a systemic breakd

standards. A complaint might also be referred to the standards arm if a

was not responding adequately to the rulings of the complaints arm, fo

failed to give agreed prominence to apologies or refused to publish ad;

89. A single, high-profile case might also directly and automatically trigge

investigation, as several of the most serious cases that have come befo:

certainly would have done. Where there is primafacie (and often high

evidence of serious and harmful breaches of standards, it is important

confidence that the standards arm should become immediately active,

to wait for the complaints process to run its course. The new regulator

truly grievous cases directly to the standards arm to investigate how th

such an investigation revealed instances of serious or systemic breakd~

standards, then the publications involved might well have to pay substl

time, I hope that such a tougher, more pro-active new system would nc

robustly with extremely egregious cases once they had occurred; it wo

to prevent them ever happening, by changing attitudes and newsroom

90. In the case of telephone hacking and the ill-fated PCC report of 2009,

been withdrawn, what was lacking at the time was the power to invest

the facts. The PCC made a mistake. It ventured into an area where it

power or remit. We must always remember, of course, that there are
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phone hacking. There is, however, a discernible, slippery slope from r~

breaches of good practice and perhaps, the Editors’ Code, to the kind o

phone hacking represented. A strong regulator could nip these practice

The annual reports would help to provide insight into internal standard

standards arm could also investigate the practices of an offending new:

criminal proceedings had run their course, finding the root causes and

recurrence.

91. If a publication breaches a term of the contract, for instance by refusin

annual compliance report to the standards arm, this too could be treate,

breach of standards, though it would be for the board to decide whethe

legal proceedings for contractual breach.

92. The Public Interest Disclosure Act (PIDA) 1998 provides a safe akern

for employees who are concerned about ethical, legal or regulatory laF

employer. I believe each regulated publisher should be required by the

to provide an externally-run whistle-blowing service to all employees,

journalists, free-lancers and unpaid interns. The number for that line sl

prominently displayed. Employees should feel able to have complete c

those services, though the new standards arm could also serve as the "

blowing" line of last resort. I should therefore like to see the new regu

as a prescribed regulator under the terms of the PIDA (though the tern

are currently being re-examined by Parliament and I understand the pr

prescribing regulators may be amended). Where a whistle-blowing cal

indicate a substantial problem, a pre-investigation could be activated.

93. Confidentiality must be respected so far as possible by all these servic

reasonable protections should be afforded to the individuals concernec

aware that there will always be those seek to use allegations of unethk

pursue personal grievances. Of course the system must guard against t

vexatious activity, but reprisals against anyone raising a genuine concq

be tolerated.
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94. The sources of referrals might therefore look like this:

¯ Referral by the complaints team;

¯ Own-volition investigation (which could be for a variety ofrea;

scandal, legal proceedings that have concluded but seem to hay

implications, etc.);

¯ Breach of contract;

¯ An instance of"whistle-blowing" by a journalist.

95. If there is primafacie evidence of a serious or systemic breach of stan~

of Standards and his or her team would undertake a thorough preliminl

investigation. They would need adequate authority and powers to ensu

preliminary investigation was robust and meaningful. If sufficient grot

concern emerged during this preliminary investigation then the Head e

would seek authority from the board for a full investigation. The decisJ

full-scale standards investigation would be a serious decision that shot

undertaken lightly. It would involve significant costs and, whilst the pl

"polluter pays" seems sensible, those costs would have to be absorbed

regulator if a publication is found not to be "guilty". The standards arn

substantial contingency fund to guarantee its investigatory capacity.

96. The new regulator would require a pool of professional people, consisl

individuals with high-level experience of investigations, from which t~

necessary panels to undertake any investigations instigated by the stan

suggest any investigation should be undertaken by a panel of three dra

pool, supported by the standards team and consisting either of three in,

wholly unconnected with the industry, or (possibly - in exceptional ca

such independent experts, plus one person with useful expertise who h

connected with the industry in the past, such as a retired editor, newsp

or broadcaster. The report from the panel would make recommendatio

consideration by the board (the question of recusing industry members
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97. If an investigation panel came to the conclusion that a publication had

with the standards of internal self-regulation expected, and the board a

publisher would be compelled to pay the cost of the investigation and

issued with sanctions. These could include a strict requirement of urge

action to improve internal systems and/or a proportionate fine if the br,

sufficiently serious. A publication could be put on "special measures"

second inspection and a suspended fine. Fines should be genuinely prq

proportionate both to the seriousness of the lapse or breach that has be,

but also to the ability to pay of the publication concerned.

98. If a publication was issued with a fine, there would be various possibk

collecting it. The fine could be added to the relevant publisher’s meml

the next year. This would have the advantage of punishing those who

the expected standards while effectively rewarding those that do, throl

proportionately lower funding demands. There is an alternative view, 1

publication that has been fined should - at least once any appeal has b,

be expected to "get the cheque book out there and then". The fine mig!

into a pool, possibly topping up the contingency fund Of the standards

I would be uncomfortable with any system of fines that had the effect

annual budget of the regulator or prejudicing discussions about the fut

effectively creating an incentive to fine. It would not be acceptable foi

the regulator to be linked with the level of fines levied.

99. There is debate over whether the ruling of the investigation panel shot

whether there should be an appeals process. It is arguable that it could

publishers would have agreed through the contract to accept any rulinl

regulator. The advantage of this would be that, if an appeal were to be

publications would be likely to involve lawyers at this stage, which cc

regulator would have to do likewise, leading to increased costs. On th4

could be seen as more fair and just to allow a publication the right to

to a panel drawn from other members of the pool of experts. Alternat

were permitted, the appeal could be made to the same independent ass

reviews adjudications in the complaints arm (see paragraph 118).
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100. It is important to note that, although the ability to fine would pi

tool for punishment, it is also intended to be a significant deterrent. Th,

failure of the new regulator should not be judged on the number of tim

The fines should serve to recalibrate incentives across the industry, em

compliance would be seen as an investment not a burden; and making

sensible to promote training courses, follow correct procedures and ma

standards. The new regulator should be judged over time on the effect

standards across the industry and the service it provides to the public.

101. I have argued from the outset that the existing complaints funcl

is very effective and I adhere to that view. Nonetheless, this Inquiry dc

excellent opportunity to go back to first principles and consider any as

not work as well as they might. In any case, we are in a different worh

rather than just continuing "as is", the complaints function will have tc

new regulatory structure.

102. A principal, distinguishing feature of the new system of indepe

regulation that I am recommending is for publications to take much m.

responsibility for dealing with any complaints and also ito be the first 1:

pre-publication requests. It should become the norm that a complaina~

approach the publication with any complaint and that publication sho~

that complaint initially. Publications already do this to giffering degre.

publication should commit to publicise clearly how to Complain ; and

of standardised corrections columns would also be beneficial.

103. In order to frame a discussion on the complaints arm generally

remedies in particular, I think I must first outline how the existing corr

functions. Currently, every time the complaints team receives a compl;

complaint is recorded and added to the database. The staff will first as:

complaint falls within the jurisdiction of the PCC. The complaints tea

pursue a complaint that falls outside that jurisdiction, but it will endea"

the complainant or help in any other way possible. If a complaint does

remit of the PCC, it will either be investigated by a complaints officer

primafacie evidence of a breach, it may be sent straight to the Commi
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Commission will then either rule that there is no breach, or send it bact

complaints office for further investigation.

104. The complaints officers investigate a complaint through a trans

open series of correspondence between themselves, the complainant ar

publication. The complaints officer will initially write to the publicatio

full copy of the complaint; the publication is given seven days to respo

complaints officer will go back and forth between the complainant and

to try to resolve the complaint by getting the publication to agree to a

satisfactory to the complainant. This is a process of brokered or proxy

mediation. This might include, amongst other things: the publication o

a correction; an apology; the publication of a letter from the complaina

representative; or the removal of on-line material. If a complaint is res,

manner, trader the current system, no ruling is made onlwhether or not

has breached the Code.

105. In seeking to resolve a complaint, the PCC can also, in appropi

to facilitate face-to-face mediation between the complainant and the p!:

has been used successfully in the past, but in practice it is done relative

believe the system needs to be strengthened considerably. In a number

to-face mediation, organised by a trained mediator, could well succeed

negotiation by letter, email or telephone call has failed.lit might even,

agreement of both parties, lead to a full and final settlement of a comp

publication. The PCC is not adequately resourced to provide that servi

significant scale, so such a suggestion inevitably has budgetary implic~

106. If a complaint cannot be resolved, then it is sent to the Commi,

adjudicate on the case. Commissioners receive a substantial sheaf of p

week and are expected to sign off on those papers within seven days.

Commissioners are highly assiduous in doing their "homework". The

has three options: to rule there has been no breach of the Code; to rule

a breach of the Code, but the publication has already offered sufflcienl

action (SRA); or to rule that there has been a breach which has not be~
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remedied (critical adjudication). Only SRAs and critical adjudications

breaches of the Code.

107. Illustrative figures for 2011 are as follows:

The PCC received 7,341 complaints. That total includes over 1,400 ml

complaints; almost 850 complaints that were outwith the remit of the 1z

instance they related to broadcasting media) or on matters of taste; and

were not pursued by the complainant after initial contact had been mad

of investigations undertaken, cases resolved and rulings made was ther

considerably lower than the initial total of complaints. The Commissio

1,287 investigations into complaints that raised a possible breach of th~

issued 1,713 rulings, including those on complaints where the PCC wa

determine without investigation that there was no breach of the Editors

Practice.

A total of 986 complaints were given a ruling of"no breach" after the

complaints team submitted a written recommendation to that effect to

and that recommendation was accepted without the need for a discuss]

Commission meeting. A total of 597 complaints were resolved after tt

complaints team negotiated for the publication to take remedial action

complainant was satisfied. In 88 cases, the commission ruled on the b

evidence that there had been a breach, and the publication had taken ol

sufficient action to remedy the breach. A total of 42 complaints, whicI~

resolved or otherwise concluded, proceeded to full, formal adjudicatiol

of the Commission itself. Of these 20 were upheld, 8 not upheld and 1,

to have been sufficiently remedied.

108. What is striking, as one digs into those figures, is the relatively

of Code breaches that are recorded; and also the relatively small numb,

complaints,, that,are_ discussed in person by Commissioners. Those are t
larger iceberg and many of the complaints that are resolved by the cc

are brought to that satisfactory outcome only as the consequence of m~

of hard work. I do think there should ideally be a much faster track fro
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beginning of the negotiation period to consideration by Commissioner;

obdurate, truculent or unreasonable behaviour on either side (or both s

taken into account by the adjudicators.

109. The mantra of the PCC is ’Fast, Free and Fair’, which neatly em

most complainants value. Most complainants who feel they have been’

- and any

des) should be

~ompasses what

~onged are

after a swift resolution to their complaint with either a clarification or ~ n apology.

That having being said, there are aspects of the complaints side that co’ lld usefully

become significantly tougher.

110. Many critics of the PCC system refer to inadequate prominence

as a significant failing. In practice, however, the reality is that promine

always agreed and honoured. It is also increasingly rare for a publicati(

gun" and publish before prominence has been agreed. My preference i!

the contract to allow for the right of the regulator to dictate prominenc(

correction if (and only if) there is a failure to agree, or a publication reJ

an agreement. This puts the editors in control of what appears in their t

they fail to agree. Given the relatively small number ofladverse adjudi(

there may be a case for all of them to be "flagged up" on the front pag(

of the publication concerned. This would increase the effectiveness of

adjudications and also awareness of the new regulatoryi system. It wou

even less desirable to receive an adverse adjudication. I believe a critic

should remain the strongest sanction on the complaintsi side of the nev~

111. So far as prior notification is concemed, sometimes a publicatit

reasons for not wishing to inform an individual or organisation in adva

piece it intends to publish - for instance because crucial evidence may

an "exclusive" may be lost. There is much to be said for creating an in

publications to share their thoughts with the regulator in such cases, or

basis, to put onto the record the fact that the editor has given full and

consideration before taking any decision not to notify. It should also

that sometimes individuals who are the subject of a negative story bel

prevent its publication by "going to ground" and refusing to pick up th
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Consulting the regulator in such complicated instances should be positJ

encouraged, not least because it helps to establish a clear and certifiabl,

of decision-making - and publications should certainly not run the risk

punished for acting responsibly. This could never be purely a listening

do not believe the regulator should ever provide binding advice, nor sh

upon the regulator executive power to prevent publication. Such discus

lack of them - could subsequently be taken into account by the regulat,

but a conversation with the regulator in this regard must never amount

away with this" service.

112. There has been a great deal of lively debate on whether the neu

should add an element of financial remedy to the existing complaints f

current system is based on bringing complainants and publications togl

reach a conclusion that satisfies both parties. The PCC complaints offi,

expressed strong reservations about changing this fundamentally and n

Commission have agreed that the cooperative way in which the PCC s,

complaints would be undermined by the introduction of financial redrc

113. If formal compensation was made available it is extremely like

complainants would refuse to participate meaningfully in mediation

refuse to resolve any issue without an adjudication. This would raise s~

resourcing and, arguably, act against the public interest: for every corn

received compensation there would be dozens who received a much sl

the regulator became buried under applications (many of which would

speculative) for compensation. It would also run counter to my propos

should be true self-regulation, including more effective internal handli

complaints. That is not to say, however, that there must never, ever, in

circumstances be any financial element to a settlement negotiated by tl

fact, there already can be a relatively small element of financial remed

number of mediated cases, often in the form of an agreed donation to

114. Some complaints are of a highly abstruse and technical nature

not plausible that a relatively small regulator will be able to acquire th
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house expertise to deal satisfactorily with the most complicated of thes

a growing problem particularly, but not exclusively, where scientific cc

concerned. There will be resource implications, but the iregulator will r

capacity than the PCC currently has, to draw occasionally upon author!

respected, external advice. Sometimes a judgement on factual accurac5

115. The PCC’s policies on third-party and group complaints have e

years and the position is often misunderstood, both within the industry

public. Our first-party rule is, in fact, not substantively different from t

standing promulgated by all tribunals. The PCC generally takes forwai

about matters of fact for which there is no "first party", or for which th

needed to reach a determination is already in the public domain. In cir(

where there is an individual involved (who has not complained) and w

an investigation or negotiating a remedy could be potentially intrusive

difficulties, complainants are now offered the opportunity to argue tha

exceptional public interest that means the Commission should take for

independent, own-volition investigation. In practice, the PCC rarely ct

proceed in such cases. In my opinion, the current position is sensible.

regulator should, however, clarify the policy and makean increased e:

communicate it effectively.

116. Since taking up the reins at the PCC I have held face-to-face 1~

representatives of a wide range of minority groups. Many of them hav

concern that clause 12 of the Code relates only to individuals. The Co.

proscribes the publication of ’material intended or likely to cause gra,v

up hatred against an individual or group’ and I know many campaignc

see a similar provision introduced here. There is a delicate balance to

here, because it would not be in the public interest to open up the pos~

allowing the Code to be systematically abused by those whose princip

to restrict freedom of expression. Nonetheless, there is sometimes a g(

grievance when members of a group feel that unfair or inaccurate COlT

distorted news coverage has put them into an unjustly unfavourable li
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117. Much of the problem can already be addressed by means of clan

Code, where a "first party" is not necessary, but I believe that, when a

evidence has mounted, suggesting that any publication has been engag

or systematic vilification of any vulnerable group, the new standards a~

a role in publishing clear guidance on such matters. Although it would

for the complaints team to follow up and investigate each third-party o:

complaint, a clear pattem of complaints might be taken as possible evil

systemic breakdown and the regulator could regard this as a sufflcientl

of public interest to justify a pre-investigation by the standards arm. Tt

provides another example of how important the communication and co

between the complaints and standards arms will be.

118. The current PCC practice is that an independent reviewer may

handling of a case, but consider only the processes, not the substance.

presentation to the industry on 15 December, I proposed that the new 1

instead have an independent assessor, who would also be empowered l

facts of the case, in line with the recommendation of the Independent (

Review commissioned by the PCC in 2009, which duly reported in 201

assessor has cause for concern, a case could be referred back to the adj

panel for further consideration. I believe that would be a positive devel

119. As the Inquiry has pointed out repeatedly, there is a real and se

surrounding defamation and privacy. Ordinary members of the public

afford to pursue legal redress, because the costs involved in a defamati

case are extortionately high. On the other end of the scale, wealthy ind

able to bully publications into submission with the threat of potentiall?

This system does not provide sufficient access to justice. So far as deft

concerned, Her Majesty’s Government is attempting to address this pr

means of the Legal Aid, Sentencing and Punishment of Offenders Act

the Defamation Bill it has introduced into the House of Commons.

120. Having studied the Joint Committee’s Report on the Draft Def~

(HL Paper 203 - HC 930-1), and having consulted widely on the topic
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appreciate the potential value of introducing a new system of formal ar

binding arbitration between parties designed to take place in advance o

proceedings on privacy and/or defamation.

121, The report from the Joint Committee states:

"Arbitration represents a cost-effective alternative to the courts, and h,

the impact of any financial inequalities between the parties, The financ

incentives to use arbitration must be strengthened as far as possible"

122. I wholeheartedly agree that we urgently need a more effective

redress for members of the public who cannot afford to take a case tbx

and I would fully endorse a much tougher, even compulsory, system o:

parties together in the hope of reaching a full and final settlement on c]

Justice Leveson has expressed interest in "bolting on’’ to a new regular

described as an "arbitral arm". Certainly, it is one of the great advantat
...... ! ,, ~architecture I am propounding that this addmon of a thtrd arm wouk

straightforward proposition in terms of the overall strudture of the org~

123.     I do not, however, believe personally that a fornaal arbitration s

be incorporated within the structure of the new press regulator. This is

overwhelmingly the view of my fellow CommissionersI. If such arbitra

surely it should be available to every citizen who legitimately and gen

he or she has been defamed, so it seems to me counter-intuitive to pro’

opportunity only to those who have been libelled - either on-line or in

publications that happen to fall under this particular regulator. For exm

be nonsensical for someone who felt they had been defamed by the BE

have no access to arbitration, or to have to bring the BBC into an arbitl

run by the new press regulator, to which the BBC would not subscribe

124. Secondly, and equally importantly, I do not believe that a syste

arbitration provided by this new regulator could match up to the very

criterion of"fast, free and fair". A system of arbitration would inevita

trained lawyers, additional staff and extra facilities. The Article 6 impl
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establishing an arbitral arm would inevitably lead to much greater cost

system of self-regulation, funded by the industry, would simply not coJ

necessary resources to incorporate this additional function.

125. I also have a third concern, which is by no means insuperable,

would apply to an "arbitral" fimction wherever it is. We must ask why

would freely agree to go through arbitration in cases brought by memb

public who could not otherwise afford to pursue legal redress, opening

of an increased number of pay-outs; and also why any relatively wealtl

would submit to arbitration when their lawyers are assuring them they

successful intimidate any publication with the threat of a fully-fledged

In my view the system would need statutory backing to operate meanil

126. If the process was legally required and/or heavily incentivised,

might well engage very constructively indeed with the notion of remec

smaller cases, but only if they could be genuinely confident they woulc

the disproportionately high costs of a small number of potentially very

cases over the same period of time. Such a change wou!d offer balance

improved access to justice. This could potentially be achieved by meat

primary legislation or of some authoritative amendment to the civil prc

creating a statutory pre-action protocol.

127. In the absence of a fully-fledged arbitration function within the

proposed new regulator itself, the strengthened capacity for mediation

regulator that I proposed in paragraph 105 would be critically importm

Cost

128. I do not believe a system of redress will be seen as fair unless

complainants, so I am opposed to requiring them to make a financial c~

also believe speed is of the essence. The PCC provides excellent value

is often spoken of in the same breath as regulators such as OFCOM an,

Advertising Standards Authority, but it has only a fraction of their bud
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adapted to the considerable additional demands of recent times within

budget line. There are great advantages in the current arrangement, w!:

industry itself as the sole source of income and it would be my prefereJ

possible, for that situation to be maintained.

129. We must, however, face the fact that all of the proposals before

have resource implications, including my own and those of the industr

will be considerable one-off, transitional costs if the existing functions

PCC are carried forward into a new regulatory body. Setting up an entJ

system from scratch would, in all probability, involve far more substar

costs. There are also new, on-going functions being proposed, all of w]

come at a cost. I hope and believe that, in the longer term, an effective

regime and strengthened internal complaints handling within publicatiq

a reduction in the number of complaints to the regulator and, therefore

running its complaints function. I also hope membership will increase

revenue streams, but both of those processes will inevitably take time

through. This therefore raises the question of funding in the immediat~

130. The industry is in a period of decline. It has nonetheless maint~

funding for the PCC in cash terms. Certain tentative ~d very hypothe!

have taken place about future funding, but I do not kn~w for sure whel
is financially capable of meeting the full cost of a really effective new

regime. If the burden becomes too great, it will not necessarily be the

newspapers that cannot cope; it will more likely be the most vulnerabl

hugely damaging to our democracy and civil society if we were to drb

and local media out of business

131. I do not believe there is any point at all in parading grand plat

regulation unless a secure and adequate, on-going funding stream has

secured in advance of any transition. The regulator must be adequateb.

either the industry must come forward with that funding in its entirety

unable to do that, then either the services will have to be scaled back,

funding must be found elsewhere.
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Conclusion

132. I believe the proposals I am recommending represent a genuine

and meaningful change to press regulation in this country. This would

self-regulation being granted one grudging, last chance; it is indepen&

regulation being given its first chance. The public interest, for me, is er

free and responsible press - a press that recognises and cherishes the cc

privileges it enjoys, and conducts itself accordingly. Only then can the

genuinely claim to protect freedom of expression, rather than recklessl

it by exercising power without any sense of responsibility and confusir

freedom - the ’prerogative of the harlot throughout the ages’. The ans’¢

conundrum is true self-regulation- the embodiment and self-impositio

- policed by an independent regulator with real "teeth". This requires r

goodwill, but also effective systems, so the concept of seeking out, ren

necessary, punishing systemic failures is intrinsic to policing self-regul

133. Effective self-regulation should be seen not as an unnecessary

distraction or a waste of scant resources, but as an essential and indisp

the business plan of every publisher. It can also buttress the rough and

really good, effective investigative journalism. The new regulator mus

of the bad, the irresponsible and the downright cruel, but it should alsc

friend and unrepentant defender of good, decent, hard-working journal

the public interest, contributing enormously to our civil society.

134. Under the structure I propose, the fundamental freedom of the

remain intact and the industry would retain a substantial input into the

required, but the rules would be robustly enforced, for the first time e,~

regulator with a clear mission to protect the public whenever the press

line. The future body would be a genuine regulator, with the power to

power to fine and the power to scrutinise annual reports; and it would

enforceable way to guarantee compliance with its procedures. The sys

work for the public by striving to raise standards across the industry -

practice, offering an improved complaints service with an enhanced 1~

function and becoming ever more accessible to the public.
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135. Earlier in this statement I sought to enumerate what I think a sy

independent self-regulation might offer on a "menu" of incentives to u~

sheep in through its portals: substantial new benefits and defences in la

scheme; training and compliance support. There is another incentive, h

external one that I dubbed the "Sword of Damocles" in :my oral eviden,

It is the threat that legislators may finally run out of patience and creat~

regulator of the press. The industry should and must have no illusions

siren voices calling for state regulation are as alluring as ever. A recen

Institute of Public Policy Research revealed that public opinion is now

overwhelmingly in favour of curbs on the press, with 62 per cent suppc

established body set up by Parliament, with legal powers to regulate nc

136. Politicians can scarcely be oblivious to public opinion, and sort

own motives too. In 2009, revelations in the newspapers about abuse o

expenses system caused one of the biggest political convulsions of the

literally changing the face of the House of Commons, as numerous car

sort and reputations destroyed, across party boundaries. Although the t

Committee on Privacy and Injunctions came down in favour of a refol~

that is ’demonstrably independent of the industry and of government’,

significant minority voting in favour of diluting independence from th~

final report recommended that, ’should the industry fai! to establish an

regulator which commands public confidence, the Go~emment should

consider establishing some form of statutory oversight’.

137. The threat of statutory regulation is therefore not a rhetorical b

warnings are not quixotic. There is a real and present danger. Any vise

retribution against the press on tile part of certain aggrieved individual

should) never be totally satisfied, but I do believe it is possible to achi

political consensus for reform, so long as all parties are convinced the

outcome - a responsible industry - will be achieved. A statutory regul

only inevitably meddle with the precious concept of editorial freedom

cost a great deal of money. For all its faults, the PCC is a very lean or1
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represents remarkable value. The same could be true of a successor b~

self-regulation. All history warns us that a statutory body would be a

beast indeed. It would burgeon, as such bureaucracies invariably do;

likelihood every penny it spent would come not from the taxpayer, b’

industry itself. That is the true scale of the threat the industry faces.

138. These proposals are simply my recommendations. I stand by tt

in them, but I do of course appreciate that others may not feel the sam

some or none of my recommendations may be endorsed by this Inquir

by Parliament; whatever the case may be I must argue strongly that th

should build on the foundations of the PCC. The PCC has talented ant

.dy policing

lery different

nd in all

from the

em and believe

way. All,

and ultimately

new system

trained staff,

who handle complaints tirelessly, courteously and higNy effectively. ~’hey are the

engine room of the organisation and an asset to the Commission. I sin~:erely hope the

valuable inheritance of the PCC is recognised and cherished.

139. The gradual accretion of judgements over two decades - espec
/

1 a emo ofthe tafIregard to tl~e public interest - and the institut’on 1 m ry s

" e f m lamts has fed &relctl into the Cosquanaered. This experienc o co p " " i y"

corpus of PCC judgements continues to play a fundamental role in setl

and practices. For all its limitations, the PCC has becorne a model of h
harmonise principles with practice. The new regulator might also beco

the mutual reinforcement of standards and compliance. I sincerely holc

invaluable experience can be carried forward directly ioto a genuinely
system.

8 June 2012
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Annexe - examples of PCC precedents with regard to the public interest

Proportionality

In Liberal Democrat Party v The Daily Telegraph (2010) the Commission

complaint about the undercover recording of journalists posing as constituents

conversation with Liberal Democrat ministers, making clear its particular cone

possible effect on the democratic process of journalists using hidden devices t(

views, expressed in constituency surgeries, "in order to test broad claims abou

matters". It was not persuaded that the public interest in exposing policy differ

Coalition members was sufficient to justify such a level of subterfuge.

In Foster v The Sun (2000) the newspaper decided to investigate public repot

in Bristol. As pmBooth had used Peter Foster as a go-between to buy property " i ¯

Iinvestigations, it obtained and published details of phone conversations betwe
i I

" ecomplainant and his mother, claiming they clarified events surrpunding Ch r!
PCC said rio significant new information had been provided andl’ upheld the co

that not to have done so would have been to expose all those involved in high

stories to unjustified intrusion.                           ]

°
In Bretherick v County Times (2007), the complainant was a iservlng police

been charged with possessing indecent images of children. Th! newspaper hac

role-play website (under a false name) of which the complainant was a memb~

several members in conversation about him, and published a photograph of hil

the site. The Commission noted that the photograph had not been physically rc

any location, but rather obtained from the website, which could be joined by a:

the public. While it was not in dispute that the reporter had concealed his idenl

joining the website, this was not a particularly serious order of subterfuge. Th~

in the identification of individuals who have been charged with criminal often

sufficient to justify the level of subterfuge employed. The complaint was not 1:
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Editorial Responsibility

In Munro and Bancroft v Evening Standard (2000), the newspaper sent a r~

a teaching assistant at a school selected at random. There were no prima facie

investigate the particular school, and the Commission found that the newspap~

"retrospective justification -that the journalist had found some shortcomings

there which he was unaware about before - was not acceptable"¯

Freedom of Expression and the Free Circulation of Information

In A woman v News of the World (2007), the Commission judged that, whil

a sexual liaison had a right to talk about his experience, it did not extend to pri

intimate detail. The level of intrusion was disproportionate and the complaint

The Daily Mail ran a story, based on an interview with the same person, with~
I

detail, andi the complaint was not upheld. The Commission ruled: "The amo~

informatioh in the article was sufficient to enable the man’s girlfriend to tell h

lntru 1she was entitled to do - without including humiliating and gratuitously" s"

the complainant’s daughter."

In Cornwall County Council v The Packet, Falmouth (2007), council offio
1

year-old boY in an undercover ’sting’ operation to curb alcohoI
salestounder~

complained when an angry shopkeeper’s CCTV image ofhimappeared in a h

They claimed this infringed his privacy and rights as a child under the Code.

shopkeeper, whose staff sold the boy alcohol, wanted to demonstrate publicly

at least 18. The PCC concluded that the boy’s welfare wasn’t involved, and th.

possible entrapment rested entirely on his physical appearance. To have found

breached the Code would have interfered with the shopkeeper’s ability to con(

arguments freely in public -- and could have been incompatible with his right

expression.
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Public Domain

In Ms Mullan, Mr Weir & Ms Campbell v Scottish Sunday Express (2009

Commission criticised the newspaper for using material taken from freely-acc

networking accounts, saying ’"the images appeared to have been taken out of c

presented in a way that was designed to humiliate or embarrass them".

In Minogue v Daily Mirror and Daily Record (2010), two newspapers repol

Minogue was pregnant with her first child just before her 12-week scan. The

argued that publication could be justified on the grounds that the information

appeared bn the !pregnancy was already in the public domain, having Sydney
1

website the day before, as well as on a blog. As such, they argued, it had cease
1

The Commission did not accept the public domain argument: these references
pregnancy were speculative rather than confirmed and did not mean that the il

so extensively in the public domain that it would have been perverse not to re:

was no more than common sense; otherwise, any reference online would justi

publication of intrusive material. The Commission upheld thecomplaints.

In A man v Northwich Guardian (2007), the father of a 15-’ ear-old boy wh

YouTube images of himself and other teenagers firebombing ~ freight train, c

when the Video was uploaded onto a local newspaper website. He said the int,

youths outweighed any public interest in showing their faces. ]’he PCC disag~

that material showing anti-social or criminal acts committed in a public place

over the age of criminal responsibility could not be considered private. The C

shield the perpetrators from public scrutiny. Also, the complainant’s son had

into the public domain voluntarily. The complaint was rejected.
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Children

In Carmarthenshire County Council v South Wales Guardian (2011), an a

intention of a convicted murderer to launch an appeal discussed her young dau

removal from her care by the local authority and subsequent adoption. It was a

a photogranh of the child, taken almost a year before. The local authority corn]

behalf of the child’s adoptive parents about the publication of the photograph,

been provided by the child’s biological family. The CommissiOn accepted that

had been entitled to present the views of the child’s grandmother on the subjec

removal from the family’s care and that there was a general public interest in d

actions of public authorities in the case, to which the article contributed. Follo’

adoption, however, the child’s biological mother was no longer in a position t(

consent for the publication of the child’s photograph. The Commission decide

clearly related to her welfare, and found that there were no exceptional public

grounds specificalIy to justify the publication of the picture.
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